Scaling a parallel program to modern supercomputers is challenging due to inter-process communication, code serialization, and resource contention. Performance analysis tools for finding such scaling bottlenecks either base on profiling or tracing. Profiling incurs lower overheads but does not capture detailed dependencies needed for rootcause analyses. Tracing collects all information at prohibitive overheads. In this work, we develop ScalAna that uses static analysis techniques to achieve the best of both worlds-it enables the analyzability of traces at a cost similar to profiling. We leverage compiler and runtime lightweight techniques to generate performance graph and perform graph analysis algorithm to detect the root cause of scaling issues. We evaluate ScalAna with real applications on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer. Results show that our approach can effectively locate the root cause of scalability bottlenecks for real applications and incur less than 6.38% overhead (1.89% on average) for up to 2,048 processes.
Introduction
The growth of core count in the last years shifted the complexity to the developers of parallel programs, for which now scalability is a main concern. Unfortunately, not all parallel programs have caught up with this trend and cannot efficiently use modern supercomputers, mostly due to their poor scalability. With this trend, scalability analysis of parallel programs becomes one of the most important aspects of modern performance engineering. Our work squarely addressed this topic for large-scale parallel programs.
Researchers have made great efforts in scalability bottleneck identification using three fundamental approaches: application profiling, tracing, and modeling. Profiling-based approaches [1, 4] collect statistical information at runtime with low overhead. Yet, such approaches can only provide a coarse insight into application bottlenecks and often fail to provide the root cause of scaling issues. Tracing-based approaches [3, 5] capture performance data as time series, which allows to track dependence and delay sequences to identify root causes of scaling issues. Their major drawback is the often prohibitive storage and runtime overhead of the detailed data logging. Modeling-based approaches can also be used to identify scalability bottlenecks with low runtime overhead [2] . However, performance modeling often requires significant human effort and skill.
To accurately identify scalability problems with low effort and overheads, we consider the program structure during the data profiling. Our tool ScalAna combines static program analysis with minimal dynamic tracing into a light-weight mechanism to automatically identify the root cause of scalability problems for large-scale parallel programs.
Graph Generation
Our approach mainly relies on a static program analysis module, while to handle with input dependent information, it also incorporates a minimal dynamic analysis module.
Static Program Analysis
In general, the static analysis module is in charge of building a per-process program structure graph (PSG), which can be seen as a sketch of a parallel program. There are two phases to build a program structure graph in static analysis: intra-procedural and interprocedural analysis.
For a real application, the graphs obtained after both intraand inter-procedural analysis may be very large. Since, we perform graph contraction to refine the generated graph. Considering communication is normally a main bottleneck for scalability when applications scale up, we preserve all MPI invocations and related control structures. Minimal Dynamic Collection Furthermore, We design a minimal dynamic collection module to attribute performance data into the PSG and also refine it based on runtime information. The minimal dynamic collection module includes performance data collection, inter-process dependence collection, and indirect call analysis.
After both the static program analysis and minimal dynamic collection, we can build the final performance analysis graph.
Scaling Loss Detection
Our approach consists of two key steps, location-aware defective vertex detection and root cause identification. Location-aware Defective Vertex Detection The core idea of our approach is that we compare the performance data of the same vertex in PSG among different job scales (scaling issue vertex detection) and also different processes for a given job scale (abnormal vertex detection). Root Cause Identification Although we have identified some discrete and defective vertices, to locate the root cause of the scaling problem, we need to connect these vertices and other related vertices and try to find the causal relationship between them. In this work, we borrow the idea of graph analysis and propose a novel approach. This algorithm starts from the abnormal vertices detected in the above step, then tracks backward through data/control dependence edges within a process and communication dependence edges among different processes until beginning vertices are met.
Evaluation
Test Platform We perform all experiments on Tianhe-2 supercomputer, with up to 2,048 processes. Each node of Tianhe-2 has two Xeon E5-2692(v2) processors (24 cores in total) and 64 GB memory. Tianhe-2 uses a customized high-speed interconnection network. Evaluated Programs To evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we use a variety of parallel programs from the widely used NPB benchmark suite, plus a real world application, Graph500. Graph500 is based on a Breadth-First Search (BFS) algorithm for a huge undirected graph.
Runtime Overhead
We run NPB benchmarks with ScalAna on 16 to 2048 MPI processes for multiple times to eliminate the time variance caused by performance variance to get stable results. ScalAna only brings very small overhead ranging from 0.12% to 6.38%, average at 1.89%. Case Study We run Graph500 with ScalAna. As shown in Figure 1 , the upper part lists the root-cause vertices and their call paths in PSG and the lower part shows the code snippets corresponding to the vertices. The aml_handlers (at aml.c:128) and computation snippet (at aml.c:129) are identified as the root causes in the causal path of the MPI_Test. 
